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J ulie Desbordes, Artistic Director
Originally from Limoges, France, J ulie Desbordes is
a fast rising conductor known for her engaging
style, energetic interpretations and emotional
communication with her musicians and audiences.
Currently Artistic Director of QUO (the Queer Urban
Orchestra) in N ew York City, her recent international
appearances as a guest conductor include concerts
in Venezuela, Canada, H ong Kong and M acau, as
well as an upcoming concert series with the
M alaysian Philharmonic Orchestra in December
2016. She is also Associate Conductor of Education
and Outreach for The Chelsea Symphony (N YC). M s.
Desbordes has a special passion for educational

outreach, and is known for creating interesting programs that bring a wider
and more diverse audience into concert halls. She served for many years as
Site Director and Orchestra Director for N ew York’s H armony Program (El
Sistema USA), and in this capacity was named “N ew Yorker of The Week” by
Columbia University. She was one of two finalists for the Directorship of the
Los Angeles Philharmonic’s El Sistema Youth Orchestra program (YOLA), and
has been a featured guest at El Sistema programs nationwide, most recently
in Los Angeles, Baltimore, H awaii and Connecticut.

J ulie is featured in “Crescendo! The Power of M usic”, a documentary about El
Sistema USA by Jamie Bernstein (daughter of Leonard Bernstein), now
available on N etflix. She also has been noted in El Sistema pieces by PBS,
ABC and CBS. J ulie’s love for music began from the moment she picked up
the cornet at age 8 in her native France. Soon after, she was identified as a
talent with the baton as well. She was named Co-Director of the H armonie
M unicipale de Limoges at the age of 21.

M s. Desbordes holds multiple degrees in both conducting and trumpet from
each of the following: Conservatoire de M usique Limoges, Conservatoire de
M usique Bordeaux and Conservatoire de M usique M ontréal. H er conducting
teachers include Raffi Armenian and Gustav M eier.



I an Shafer, Assistant Conductor
H aving made his conducting debut at 13 years old
leading a wind ensemble through an original
composition, Beau Terre, Assistant Conductor I an
Shafer is a strong advocate for new music. With
QUO, M r. Shafer has premiered three new works
and has spearheaded the composition contest,
which will present a new work each year,
beginning in the 2016-17 season. H e is also the
curator of the popular QUOtets series, now in its

eleventh cycle. I n addition to his duties with QUO, he is currently the M usic
Director of the Sylph Ensemble of N ew York, a mutable ensemble dedicated
to the promotion of N ew M usic and social change through music.

Ever cognizant of enriching education, M r. Shafer created the Greater
Philadelphia H onorsOrchestra and the orchestras of the Cresecndo Chamber
M usic Festival, and has served as the Assistant Conductor of the N orthern
Ohio Youth Orchestra. While an undergraduate, M r. Shafer was the cover
conductor of Oberlin’s Contemporary M usic Ensemble and conducted
Ancient Voices of Children at Oberlin’s “George Crumb Festival.” Additionally,
he prepared the cast and orchestra for the performance and recording of
Starbird, a children’s opera, by H enry M ollicone.

As an oboist, he enjoys a very active performance career as a freelance artist
in N ew York and abroad. H is playing has been described as “sinuous, refined.. .
and refreshing, with facility,” ([Q] on Stage). I n 2015, M r. Shafer made his
Carnegie H all debut in Weill Recital H all where he gave the world premiere of
M ohammed Fairouz’s Locales, a work written for him on commission.

Additionally, he has given the world premieres of several other works: Elegy
and I mpromptu by James Adler; Layers of Earth by Lars Graugaard, on the
Venus Album produced by Decapo; Langanaich-Taragto, a seven-minute
improvised solo to Elizabeth H offman’s digital score, which later expanded to
I mprovisational Spirals for oboe, dancer, and DJ premiered at the
N YSoundCircuit; N oor Al Salam (Light of Peace) and ResoN ations at two
“Concerts for Peace” for the delegates of the United N ations.

M r. Shafer holds degrees from N YU and Oberlin and is currently in the
Professional Studies Diploma program in Orchestral Conducting at the
M annes College of M usic. H e has been on the faculty of the M anhattan
School of M usic in the Precollege divisions of M usic Theory and Woodwinds
since 2013.



Andrew Bukowski , Composer
Andrew Bukowski is a N ew York-based composer
who’s work has been performed up and down the
east coast. Growing up, he was surrounded by his
parents’ favorite music. H is mother constantly had
music playing throughout the house with everything
from disco and funk, to Beethoven and Tchaikovsky.
H is father was a lover of rock & roll and the jazz cats
of the 1940s. H e was inspired to learn the piano after
hearing James H orner’s score to the 1997 film
Titanic. H is first compositions started to emerge
soon after. Bukowski found his first musical love
early on in the music of the American musical
theater. I n college he immersed himself in the music

of modern American composers and composers of film music. Being
surrounded by all of those different genres has helped shape his voice into
what it is today. Bukowski graduated from Berklee College of M usic with a BM
in Composition, then moved to N ew York in 2013.

M ohammed Fairouz, Composer
M ohammed Fairouz, born in 1985, is one of the most
frequently performed, commissioned, and recorded
composers working today. H ailed by The N ew York
Times as “an important new artistic voice” and by
BBC World N ews as “one of the most talented
composers of his generation,” his large-scale works
engage major geopolitical and philosophical themes
with persuasive craft and a marked seriousness of
purpose. Fairouz’s cosmopolitan outlook reflects his
transatlantic upbringing and extensive travels. H is
catalog encompasses virtually every genre, including
opera, symphonies, vocal and choral settings,
chamber and solo works.

As an artist involved with major social issues, Fairouz seeks to promote
cultural communication and understanding. Recent major works have
included his “grandly ambitious” (Opera N ews) third symphony, Poems and
Prayers interweaves texts of Arab poets Fadwa Tuqan and M ahmoud Darwish,
the I sraeli poet Yehuda Amichai , and prayers such as the Aramaic Kaddish.
H is fourth symphony, I n the Shadow of N o Towers for wind ensemble, about
American life in the aftermath of 9/11 premiered in 2013 at Carnegie H all was
described by Steve Smith of The N ew York Times as “technically impressive,



consistently imaginative and in its finest stretches deeply moving.”

Fairouz became the youngest composer on the Deutsche Grammophon label
to have an album dedicated to his works with the 2015 release of Follow, Poet.
The album includes two works that exalt the transformative power of
language: his elegiac song cycle Audenesque and the ballet Sadat. The
album has met with broad critical acclaim – praised as “captivating” by the
N ew York Times and receiving “highbrow and brilliant” distinctions in N ew
York magazine’s taste-making Approval M atrix.

Since childhood, Fairouz has found musical inspiration in literary and
philosophical sources and has composed an opera, an oratorio, fifteen song
cycles, and hundreds of art songs. H e describes himself as “obsessed with
text” and has been recognized by N ew Yorker magazine as an “expert in vocal
writing” and described by Gramophone as “a post-millennial Schubert.” H e has
collaborated directly with distinguished poets M ahmoud Darwish, Wayne
Koestenbaum, and N obel Prize-winner Seamus H eaney, and with writers
M ohammed H anif and David I gnatius. Among the eminent singers that have
performed his vocal music are Kate Lindsey, Sasha Cooke, I sabel Leonard,
N athan Gunn and Anthony Roth Costanzo. Fairouz’s opera, Sumeida’s Song
has been performed at the Prototype Festival, the Pittsburgh Opera and the
Boston Opera Collaborative and recorded on Bridge. Anthony Tommasini of
The N ew York Times called the work “an intensely dramatic 60-minute four-
character opera with a searing score.”

Prominent advocates of his instrumental music include the cellist M aya
Beiser, the Borromeo, Del Sol and Lydian String Quartets, The I mani Winds,
violinists Rachel Barton Pine and Chloë H anslip, flutist Claire Chase and
clarinetist David Krakauer, The Knights Chamber Orchestra, I nternational
Contemporary Ensemble, Ensemble LPR and the M etropolis Ensemble.
Commissions have come from the Detroit and Alabama Symphony
Orchestras, the I ndianapolis Symphonic Choir and I ndianapolis Symphony,
Beth M orrison Projects, Dutch N ational Opera, Pittsburgh Opera, and the
M etropolitan M useum of Art.

H is music has been performed at major venues around the country including
Carnegie H all, Lincoln Center, Boston’s Symphony H all and The Kennedy
Center, and throughout the United States, the M iddle East, Europe, and
Australia. Recordings are available on the Deutsche Grammophon, N axos,
Bridge, Sono Luminus, Albany, GM /Living Archive, and GPR labels.

Fairouz has been seen and heard on the BBC, N PR’s, The World, and has
been profiled by the Wall Street Journal, Agence France Presse, Los Angeles
Times, Symphony, Strings, and N ew M usic Box, and been regularly featured
on N ew York’s WQXR and on SiriusXM Satellite Radio. Fairouz regularly blogs
about the intersection of arts and international affairs for the H uffington Post.



N avida Stein, H ost (Sunday)
N avida Stein is an award winning storyteller, actress,
musician and writer. As an actress, N avida has
worked Off-Broadway & regionally doing new plays,
musicals and Shakespeare. TV credits include “Law &
Order”, spots for N ickelodeon and she has appeared
in independent films and commercials. N avida’s one
woman show URBAN ZEN won the 2012 United Solo
Festival award for Best N on Fiction script. As a
storyteller, N avida tells stories from around the world
in many places including the N ew York Public
Libraries, the H ans Christian Anderson statue in
Central Park, Scandinavia H ouse, community centers,
festivals and many schools. She’s narrated Saint-

Saens’ Carnival of the Animals with the Litha Symphony and been a narrator
and collaborator with conductor J ulie Desbordes on several interactive
outreach family programs with The Chelsea Symphony (Peter and the Wolf) &
the Queer Urban Orchestra (M other Goose Suite). N avida performed the
world premiere of J uliet’s Farewell by composer Bjorn Berkhout with QUO
and coming up will be the featured vocal soloist for an all H arold Arlen
program with the N ew York City Community Chorus on J une 18th. She’s
written plays, adaptations, the librettos for two musicals and an opera and
regularly reviews for StageBuddy.com. N avida is a dedicated teaching artist
(aka M iss N avida), recipient of a 2014 Lower M anhattan Cultural Council grant
and has played violin with the Queer Urban Orchestra since their 2nd
rehearsal! www.navidastein.com & www.missnavida.com



Program N otes
Pytor Ilyich Tchaikovsky was born in early M ay, 1840, in the small town of
Votkinsk, present-day Russia. H is father, a lieutenant colonel and engineer,
was of a long line of Tchaikovsky military men. Both his parents had modest
training in music and encouraged their six children to learn skills in the arts to
better their social standing. Young Pytor, though musically precocious (he
could read sheet music at age three), was groomed for a respectable post in
civil service; in mid-nineteenth century Russia, instrumentalists and music
teachers were on the bottom rungs of the work force ladder. I t was not until
he was twenty-five that Pytor had the opportunity to enter the Saint
Petersburg Conservatory.

Tchaikovsky's training at the Conservatory was transformational: with tutelage
from both native and Western European professors, he was able to craft a
distinctly personal composition style that was neither completely Russian nor
altogether foreign. Unlike many of his peers, he managed to successfully
blend the two influences; pianist and composer Arthur Rubenstein, one of
Tchaikovsky‘s teachers, believed the young man to be a “composer of genius.”
Tchaikovsky considered his greatest compositional inspirations to be Robert
Schumann, Leo Delibes, Georges Bizet, H ector Berlioz, and M ozart.

Upon graduation in 1865, Tchaikovsky received a post to teach music theory
at the new M oscow Conservatory.   I n addition to teaching, he also composed
and wrote music critiques.   H e traveled frequently, which exposed him to live
performances of his composer contemporaries.   Tchaikovsky's First
Symphony premiered in 1868, followed shortly thereafter by the well-known
Romeo and Juliet fantasy-overture. The latter work, as well the Second
Symphony, were particularly important for Tchaikovsky‘s growing reputation,
as the “M ighty Five,” a group of influential Russian composers who denounced
any Western influences upon Russian music, “wholeheartedly embraced” the
works.

Tchaikovsky‘s public acclaim swelled as trends in contemporary music
audiences shifted. M any of his songs and piano works were published almost
immediately after composition, enjoying tremendous domestic popularity. H e
also found moderate success in some of his symphonic output and ballets
though less so in his operas — often the victims of “characteristically savage
press attacks” from critics.

M uch has been researched and written of Tchaikovsky‘s sexuality. I n the 20th
century, considerable Soviet effort to rid any and all reference or proof of the



composer‘s same-sex attraction was ultimately unsuccessful: today, most
musicologists believe Tchaikovsky was indeed gay. Autobiographical notes
and recounted anecdotes paint a complex picture. While the composer may
have had “no unbearable guilt” over his homosexuality, he was fully aware of
the personal danger that open admission could cause. H e regularly
corresponded with brother M odest, also gay. I n an effort to protect himself
from the government’s rigid ban on “deviant” behavior, Tchaikovsky wed
Antonina M ilyikova, a former female former student, in 1877. The doomed
marriage ended within three months, though Tchaikovsky remained friends
with M ilyikova. H e found emotional and psychological support in his confidant
and patroness, N adezhda von M eck, the wealthy widow of an industry
magnate. Although the two corresponded through letters very regularly, they
never met in-person — a specified condition of von M eck‘s patronage.

I n middle age, Tchaikovsky continued to enjoy growing success and fame. H e
became the premier court composer of Tsar Alexander I I I . I n the final
decades of the nineteenth century, he also served as director of the M oscow
branch of the Russian M usical Society, working with guest-conductors
Johannes Brahms, Antonin Dvorak, and J ules M assenet. N ow an in-demand
conductor as well as composer, Tchaikovsky toured throughout Russia and
Europe. H e traveled to the United States in 1891 to participate in the inaugural
concert of Carnegie H all in N ew York. H e conducted his own Marche

Solennelle on the program.

Shortly after returning to Russia, Tchaikovsky premiered his sixth and final
symphony, the Pathetique. Less than two years later, on N ovember 6, 1893, he
was dead at the age of fifty-three. While his death has historically been
attributed to cholera, there are many alternative hypotheses, including suicide
or state-mandated extermination. Today, rumors persist that one of
Tchaikovsky‘s unsuccessfully-hidden affairs ultimately led to his demise —
perhaps the relationship he had with his much younger nephew or the
nephew of an influential Russian Duke. M usicologist John Wiley also points
out that Tchaikovsky‘s proclivities for alcohol and tobacco may have
contributed to his death. Over 60,000 citizens attended the composer‘s
funeral march.

Tchaikovsky left behind tremendously popular music that has remained
beloved for over a century, a canon that includes three ballets (The

Nutcracker, Swan Lake, Sleeping Beauty), tremendous concerti for piano and
strings, six symphonies and a wide variety of additional orchestral repertoire,
and over a dozen operas. Celebrated as a “sweet, inexhaustible,
supersensuous fund of melody,” Tchaikovsky was at his best as a tunesmith.
M usicologists note that his weaknesses lay in harmonic variety and traditional
formal structure, though it should be noted that he widely and determinedly



experimented with both. Aside from crafting beautiful and memorable
melodic lines, Tchaikovsky was also a master orchestrator.

The Symphony No. 5 in E minor, op. 64 , was composed in 1888. First
performed in St. Petersburg, the work was dedicated to Tchaikovsky‘s
colleague, conductor Johann Theodor Friedrich Ave-Lallemant.   he large-
scale work is a cyclical symphony, like its immediate predecessor; a main
theme (sometimes nicknamed the “fate motive”) presented in the first
movement can be heard in all four movements. Overall, the work gradually
moves from E minor to E major. Tchaikovsky‘s liberal use of various meters
can be observed in this work: time signatures of 4/4, 3/4, 2/2, 6/8, and 12/8
are employed.

Tchaikovsky wrote to von M eck of the work:

I don‘t know if I have already written that I have decided to write a symphony. At

first progress was very arduous, but now illumination seems to have descended

upon me. We shall see!

Unfortunately, the work received a rather tepid reaction by audiences. After
only two performances, Tchaikovsky considered the work a complete failure;
he found the final movement particularly unsatisfying. H owever, following the
composer‘s death, the work gained in popularity. I t remains very popular to
this day, a monument to Tchaikovsky‘s orchestration abilities and a powerful
representation of fate. The symphony‘s heyday was, no doubt, during World
War I I when it was broadcast repeatedly during the Siege of Leningrad to
buoy spirits in the besieged city.

The Fifth Symphony made its N ew York premiere on M arch 13, 1884, two
years after its first US performance in Boston. The N ew York Philharmonic first
played the symphony in 1890 under the baton of Theodore Thomas and most
recently this past January with Semyon Bychkov. —AP

------------------------------

Mohammed Fairouz is the youngest composer in Deutsche Grammophon‘s
115-year history to have an entire album dedicated to his works. Born in 1985,
Fairouz has been hailed by BBC World N ews as “one of the most talented
composers of his generation.” H is music challenges audiences to
acknowledge, reflect upon, and engage with geopolitical and psychosocial
issues. Fairouz, an Arab-American, uses his multicultural background to create



a global sound — whether in his opera, symphonies, choral music, chamber
pieces, or solos. H is Fourth Symphony, In the Shadow ofNo Towers, explores
the complex emotional wake of 9/11; premiered in 2013, the work garnered
critical acclaim.

Fairouz often finds inspiration in literature, including the works of Oscar Wilde,
M ahmoud Darwish, Seamus H eaney, and M ohammed H anif. H is
collaborations with living poets have resulted in some of his most celebrated
vocal works. Commissions of Fairouz‘s music have come from the Detroit and
Alabama Symphony Orchestras, I ndianapolis Symphonic Choir, Cantori N ew
York, M etropolitan M useum of Art, Dutch N ational Opera, N ew J uilliard
Ensemble, and many others. H is music has been performed the world over in
Carnegie H all, Lincoln Center, The Kennedy Center, and venues in Europe, the
M iddle East, Asia, and Australia.

Fairouz studied at the Curtis I nstitute and N ew England Conservatory, working
with compositional luminaries Gunther Schuller, Richard Danielpour, and
Gyorgy Ligeti . H e currently lives and works in N ew York City.

Symphony No. 2 was written in 2009, scored for chamber orchestra; it is the second of four

symphonies thus far written by Fairouz. The work was commissioned by Alea I I I , the contemporary

music ensemble-in-residence at Boston University. —AP

mohammedfairouz.com

------------------------------

High Tide is the third and final movement of a lager work titled “Out ofthe

Rolling Ocean.”

The original concept I had for this movement was that it would be written to
be performed as a flash mob, not dissimilar to the videos seen all over the
internet. The idea was that the piece would start with a single voice, playing a
simple rhythmic figure to give the other performers time to set up, and each
member of the orchestra would begin to play one by one, until the whole
orchestra grew and blossomed into a giant musical “wave crash.”

The structure of this piece is formed around three of those so-called wave
crashes. The first happens about a third of the way through and its musical
theme is heard in the trumpets and violins. The second crash happens about
two-thirds of the way through, and is played by the brilliant glistening brass
section, underscored by low strings. The final crash is a majestic restatement



played by the full orchestra, and is followed by a short coda that also serves
as a recapitulation of themes found in the first and second movements.

The challenge with this piece is in its structure. With the exception of the
three wave crashes, I didn‘t want to write a singular theme to be played and
developed throughout the movement. I nstead I opted for little thematic ideas
that never fully develop, almost as if the themes were peeking out from
behind the waves only to be quickly squashed by the oncoming ocean. I also
wanted this movement to feel circular; it had to be familiar, but also evoke a
sense of finality.

As the composition process took over, it became evident that my original plan
of a flash mob would be too difficult (As far as I know, it‘s hard to maneuver a
set of timpani through the streets of N ew York), so I added some thematic
material from the other movements to help rework the piece into what is is
today. —AB

Program notes by Dr. Aaron Patterson and Andrew Bukowski
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About QUO

Founded in 2009, the Queer Urban

Orchestra (QUO) is a musical

organization dedicated to the

promotion of fine arts in the N ew York

City metropolitan area whose

membership is open to all adult

musicians regardless of age, race,

religion, sexual orientation, or gender

identity. QUO strives to entertain and

educate members and audiences alike

through performances of classical and

contemporary music, promoting

equality, understanding, acceptance,

and respect.
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email us at
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Director's Circle
QUO thanks all of our donors for their generous support.
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Tickets at queerurbanorchestra.org or 646.233.4113
$20 general admission • $15 advance sales* • $10 students & seniors

*Tickets will be held at the box office. Order by Friday, May 5th

QueerUrbanOrchestra.org
 facebook.com/qurbo     @queerurbanorch

 youtube.com/queerurbanorchestra     @queerurbanorchestra

Your city. Your orchestra.

Saturday, October 21st, 8pm
with guest pianist Aryo Wicaksono

Saturday, November 19th, 2pm
children's program with guest narrator Jeff Spurgeon of WQXR

Saturday, December 10th, 8pm
QUOtets chamber concert

Saturday, February 18th, 8pm
with guest conductor Nolan Dresden and guest trumpeter Joe Burgstaller

Saturday, March 18th, 8pm
QUOtets chamber concert

Saturday, May 6th, 8pm AND Sunday, May 7th, 4pm
featuring our 2017 composition contest winner

Saturday, June 17th, 8:30pm
QUO's third annual Pride Gay-La
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Julie Desbordes, Artistic Director
Ian Shafer, Assistant Conductor


